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Two campus facilities plan for anniversary celebrations

**WBGU-TV observes 25 years on air**

- The local television station will celebrate its 25th birthday at 7 p.m. Thursday, March 1 in the Capitol Room of the University Center. The birthday bash will feature the corner stone laying and dedication ceremony for the new WBGU-FM public radio station.

- It was also the day in 1941 when the first regular WBGU television program was started. In 1942, the station began regular daytime broadcasts. Regular nighttime broadcasts were introduced in 1944.

- In 1963, the station's broadcasting license was extended to 1985, and the station's regular daytime and nighttime broadcasts were increased to 24 hours a day. The station began to offer educational programming in 1966, and in 1970, the station began regular nightly programs.

- In 1976, the station's broadcasting license was extended to 1990, and the station began regular nightly programs. The station began to offer educational programming in 1977, and in 1978, the station began regular nightly programs.

- In 1986, the station's broadcasting license was extended to 2000, and the station began regular nightly programs. The station began to offer educational programming in 1987, and in 1988, the station began regular nightly programs.

- In 1995, the station's broadcasting license was extended to 2010, and the station began regular nightly programs. The station began to offer educational programming in 1996, and in 1997, the station began regular nightly programs.

- In 2006, the station's broadcasting license was extended to 2020, and the station began regular nightly programs. The station began to offer educational programming in 2007, and in 2008, the station began regular nightly programs.

- In 2016, the station's broadcasting license was extended to 2025, and the station began regular nightly programs. The station began to offer educational programming in 2017, and in 2018, the station began regular nightly programs.

- **Rec Center open 10 active years**

- The student recreation center celebrated its 10th anniversary on March 1, growing from a small student-oriented organization to a facility with a reputation as a model for student recreation centers nationwide.

- The student recreation center was established in 1989, with the mission of providing a safe, healthy, and enjoyable environment for students to engage in a variety of recreational activities. The center has grown to include a variety of facilities and programs, including a weight room, cardiovascular equipment, swimming pool, and a variety of social and recreational activities.

- The center has also received numerous awards and recognition for its excellence in providing high-quality recreational services. In 2010, the center was named the national Recreational Sports Facility of the Year by the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics.

- The center has also been the site of numerous campus and community events, including Greek Week, homecoming events, and community fitness classes.

- The center is currently a member of the National Intramural-Recreational Sports Association (NIRSA), which is a professional organization for recreational and intramural programs in higher education.

- The center is committed to providing a safe, healthy, and enjoyable environment for students to engage in a variety of recreational activities, and continues to grow and evolve to meet the changing needs of students.
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WBGO-TV observes 25 years on air

If you can't remember when WBGO-TV Channel 27 was on the air, you might want to ask around. Or better yet, ask anyone who has been involved with the station over the years. From the station's first broadcast day to its final day of programming, it has been a part of the community's life, providing educational and entertainment programming.

Channel 27 started its broadcast days on Jan. 1, 1967, airing the station's first program, "The State Student Viewer." It was the first time a local station had broadcast an educational program.

In 1968, the station added "The State Student Viewer," a program that ran from 7 to 9 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights. The program featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 1973, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 1977, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 1980, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 1983, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 1986, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 1989, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 1992, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 1995, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 1998, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 2001, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 2004, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 2007, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 2010, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 2013, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 2016, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 2019, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

In 2022, the station added "The State Student Viewer," which became the station's flagship program. It featured students from various schools in the area, providing a platform for them to express their views on current events.

The station's broadcast days ended on March 31, 1987, after 20 years of programming. It was the end of an era, but it also marked the beginning of a new one. Today, WBGO-TV is still on the air, providing educational and entertainment programming to the community.

WBGO-TV has come a long way since its first broadcast day. From its small beginnings to its current status as a full-service television station, it has grown and evolved. Today, it continues to provide educational and entertainment programming to the community, fulfilling its mission to serve and inform.

In conclusion, WBGO-TV has been a part of the community's life for 25 years. From its first broadcast day to its current status as a full-service television station, it has grown and evolved. Today, it continues to provide educational and entertainment programming to the community, fulfilling its mission to serve and inform. It is a testament to the station's commitment to excellence and dedication to the community.
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In the same issue of the Greek Leadership Conference that was held on campus, members were reminded that they could bring guests after obtaining special permission. It will be open 8 a.m. - 6:30 p.m., Mon. and Fri., and from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. on Feb. 18.
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